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Belief Marriage and Minimum Age for 

Marriage or Civil Partnership - a public 

consultation: NSS response 
Submitted via email: marriagelawconsultation@finance-ni.gov.uk  

Question 1 Are you responding on behalf of an organisation? 
Yes 

Question 2 What is the name of your organisation? 
National Secular Society 

Question 3 Please tell us something about the organisation you represent, e.g. its purpose, its 

size, how long it has been going. 
 

The National Secular Society is a not-for-profit, non-governmental organisation founded in 1866, 

funded by its members and by donations. We advocate for separation of religion and state and 

promote secularism as the best means of creating a society in which people of all religions and none 

can live together fairly and cohesively. We seek a diverse society where all are free to practise their 

faith, change it, or to have no faith at all. We uphold the universality of individual human rights, 

which should never be overridden on the grounds of religion, tradition or culture.   

The NSS was founded over 150 years ago, and it campaigns on issues throughout the United 

Kingdom and occasionally abroad.  

We are a democratic and independent non-profit organisation which receives no funding from 

government or other public bodies. Our campaigning is funded wholly by our members and 

supporter, and is guided by our Secular Charter. 

For information about our organisation can be found here: 

https://www.secularism.org.uk/about.html 

As one of the leading organisations advocating marriage equality across the UK, we campaign for 

legally-binding weddings to be equally open to all, regardless of religion, belief or sexual orientation. 

We have also made recommendations to the Law Commission on reforming wedding laws for 

greater simplicity, equality and fairness for all in England and Wales. Many of the commission’s 

subsequent proposals are in line with our recommendations. They include removing restrictions on 

where civil weddings and religious weddings can take place, and removing restrictions on religious 

content in civil weddings. 

We also regularly engage with the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child regarding the UK’s 

compliance with the Convention on the Rights of the Child. We broadly support the convention and 

mailto:marriagelawconsultation@finance-ni.gov.uk
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have long campaigned for greater protection of the rights of children, including their right to 

personal autonomy and their right to freedom of religion or belief. 

Belief Marriage 
 

Question 1 General 

Are you content that the current marriage law is being amended to include belief 

marriage, and with the rationale provided for this proposed change? 
 

While we are content that marriage law is being amended for greater equality and fairness by 

including belief marriages alongside religion marriages, we are disappointed that the Department 

of Finance has not used this opportunity to address other inequities in NI’s marriage laws.  

We agree with the Department of Finance that in the interest of equality, Northern Ireland must 

formally amend the marriage law to give belief marriage its place within it. We also believe that 

‘belief’ in this context should extend to any qualifying non-religious belief system, rather than 

exclusively humanism. 

However, the consultation has missed the opportunity to address the inequalities resulting from 

restrictions applying to civil marriages and civil partnerships that do not apply to religious marriages 

(or belief marriages under these proposals). These issues are central to the Law Commission’s 

proposed reforms for marriage law in England and Wales1; it would therefore be remiss of Northern 

Ireland not to consider them also. 

At present, Northern Ireland’s laws mean that while religious marriages can take place anywhere, 

civil marriages and partnerships can only take place in registrars’ offices or approved venues. There 

are only 250 such venues in Northern Ireland2, which places a considerable limitation on couples 

wishing to have a civil marriage or partnership. 

Even with the introduction of belief marriages, there will still be many couples who would prefer to 

have a civil marriage or partnership. For example, many nonreligious people would not feel 

comfortable identifying as ‘humanist’ (or any other specific non-religious identity) or having a 

‘humanist’ wedding. Others, for example some secularists, would prefer a civil marriage because 

they believe the institution of marriage to be strictly a matter of state, not religion or belief. Those 

people should not be penalised for opting for a civil marriage by having limits placed on where they 

can marry – limits that do not apply to other types of marriage.  

The situation is particularly unfair to same-sex couples. Because the vast majority of religious 

denominations in Northern Ireland will not conduct same-sex marriages, same-sex couples can 

generally only have a civil marriage or civil partnership, and so face restrictions on where they can 

marry by default. By failing to address this issue, Northern Ireland may leave itself vulnerable to 

further legal challenges on the basis that applying restrictions to civil marriages and civil 

partnerships that are not applied to religion or belief marriages disadvantages LGBT+ people. 

Under the current proposals, including belief marriages will only go part of the way to alleviating the 

issue, because like religious groups, belief groups will still need to ‘opt in’ to perform same-sex 

marriages – opposite-sex marriages only will remain the default. Furthermore, same-sex couples 

 
1 https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/weddings/  
2 https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/registration-office-venues-civil-marriage-and-civil-partnerships  

https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/weddings/
https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/registration-office-venues-civil-marriage-and-civil-partnerships
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should not feel forced to identify as ‘humanist’ or adopt or feign any other nonreligious identity 

simply to access greater freedom of where to marry. Simply allowing civil marriages the same 

freedom as religion and belief marriages to take place anywhere would resolve this issue. 

Restricting locations for civil marriages and partnerships also disadvantages those who are less 

wealthy. Those who have a religious marriage could in theory marry in a venue that charges nothing, 

such as their own home; but a couple having a civil marriage must pay a fee for use of the registrar’s 

office (usually the cheaper option) or an approved venue (often very expensive).  

We therefore urge the Department of Finance to consider removing restrictions on venues for civil 

marriages and civil partnerships, to put them in line with religion and belief marriages. The Law 

Commission has made the same recommendation for civil marriages in England and Wales. 

Furthermore, we also believe that restrictions prohibiting all religious content in civil ceremonies 

should be removed, provided that the ceremony remains identifiable as a civil ceremony rather than 

a religious service. This has also been recommended by the Law Commission for civil weddings in 

England and Wales. 

We do not view the permitting of religious content in civil weddings as incompatible with a secular 

state, because the content in question (e.g. prayers and hymns) has no legal significance, and 

therefore no significance to the state.  

We are aware that many nonreligious people, or people who do not want a religious wedding, find 

special meaning in songs, poems, prayers and other expressions that happen to be religious in origin 

and theme. We consider civil ceremonies that prohibit such content to be too restrictive.  

Furthermore, in many cases one member of the couple may be religious and the other not religious, 

or they may be of different religions. In such cases, they may consider a civil ceremony to be the 

most suited to them, but inclusion of some religious content can help to personalise the ceremony 

and express their religious and cultural background. 

We therefore urge the Department of Finance to consider removing restrictions prohibiting all 

religious content in civil ceremonies, provided that the ceremony remains identifiable as a civil 

ceremony rather than a religious service.  

 

Question 2 Applicants 

Should the Registrar General in this jurisdiction determine the genuineness and 

appropriateness of any applicant belief group as she currently does for religious groups? 
Yes. We agree that this is reasonable. 

Questions 3-5 Qualifying Criteria 

Do we need qualifying criteria for belief groups or should it be for the Registrar General to 

determine whether a belief group is or is not genuine? 

If so, should we adopt relatively loose qualifying criteria for belief bodies, on the Scottish 

model, or more specific criteria (and exclusions) on the Dublin model? 

If we adopt such qualifying criteria for belief groups, should we adopt them for religious 

groups as well? 
 

We think the relatively loose qualifying criteria of the Scottish model may be the most appropriate. 

This model appears to be functioning well in Scotland, without issues.  
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We think qualifying criteria should be used for religious groups as well as belief groups, to ensure 

equality between the two. Again, the Scottish model could be used. Many newer religious groups 

can sometimes operate quite differently from more ‘established’ religions like Christianity, and so 

care must be taken to ensure religious groups are not barred from conducting weddings simply 

because they differ considerably from more traditional forms of religion. Looser qualifying criteria 

would be more beneficial for such groups. 

Alternatively, in its proposals for reform of wedding law in England and Wales, the Law Commission 

has suggested using a definition of non-religious belief organisations proposed by the Law 

Commission that aligns the description in R (Hodkin) v Registrar General of Births, Deaths and 

Marriages. We think this is a useful guideline for determining which religious and non-religious belief 

organisations can officiate weddings. 

 

Questions 6-7 Preventing Sham Marriages 

Do you consider that belief marriage offers a greater opportunity to the organisers of illegal 

sham marriages as religious or civil marriage? 

Are there adequate controls in place to prevent sham marriages? 

 
We do not think belief marriage offers a greater opportunity to the organisers of illegal sham 

marriages as religious marriage. We are somewhat disturbed by the implication that belief groups 

such as humanists are somehow less trustworthy than religious groups in this matter, which hints at 

societal prejudice towards Northern Ireland’s growing nonreligious population. We welcome the 

Department for Finance’s view that the risk is small, that it is in no way exclusive to belief marriages, 

and that there are already significant protections against it. 

All marriages, be they religious marriages, belief marriages or civil marriages, should be equally 

regulated to ensure adequate controls are put in place to prevent sham marriages. We note that in 

England and Wales, there is a requirement for each party to have an in-person interview with a 

registration officer prior to marrying. Northern Ireland could consider adopting the same 

requirement if more measures are needed to prevent sham marriages. 

Question 8-9 Eccentric or Frivolous Marriage Ceremonies 

Do you consider that eccentric or frivolous marriage ceremonies are more likely to take place 

under belief marriage than under religious or civil marriage? 

Are there adequate controls in place to guard against eccentric or frivolous forms of 

marriage? 
 

We urge caution in how the Department approaches this issue. Once again, we are concerned that 

assuming belief marriages are more likely to be “eccentric” or “frivolous” demonstrates prejudice 

against nonreligious people in Northern Ireland. 

We take issue with the word “eccentric”. “Eccentric” is a highly subjective term. Many marriage 

ceremonies, particularly religious marriage ceremonies, appear “eccentric” in the eyes of those 

outside that religion or culture. A civilised and fair society should surely be as tolerant to the 

eccentricities of nonreligious belief groups as it should towards those of religious groups.  
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We are more sympathetic to the term “frivolous”. Marriage is an institution with serious legal 

implications, and we appreciate the need to uphold its dignity and solemnity in order to emphasise 

its significance.  

But once again, we caution that opinions on what could be considered “frivolous” will vary from 

person to person. For example, to some people, a marriage in a fast-food restaurant may be 

considered frivolous. But this venue may have particular significance to the couple – it may be the 

place where they met, for example. We trust a balance can be struck between upholding the dignity 

and solemnity of marriage, and respecting the wishes of the couple to celebrate their union in a way 

that is meaningful to them. 

We believe well-trained officiants, regardless of the religion or belief they represent, will in general 

be capable of determining where that balance is set. 

Question 10-12 Independent Celebrants 

Should the law be changed to allow independent wedding celebrants, who operate on a for-

profit business basis, to offer legally binding marriage ceremonies? 

Are there risks in permitting marriage ceremonies to be provided for profit/gain? 

Would you favour religious and belief groups being allowed to offer marriage ceremonies for 

a profit?  
 

We think there is a strong case for independent officiates to be enabled to conduct legally-binding 

marriage ceremonies.  

 

Many people who do not belong to a specific religious or non-religious belief institution nevertheless 

have spiritual, religious or philosophical beliefs that are important to them. Currently, some 

independent celebrants do hold religious and humanist wedding ceremonies on request of the 

couple. Some religious traditions like Paganism do not have a formalised institution that determines 

how their weddings should be conducted, or who should conduct them, and so independent 

celebrants may be a suitable option for them. 

 

Many people who identify with particular religions and beliefs do not need an official institution to 

recognise the authority of a celebrant to conduct a wedding. Marrying couples who want their 

wedding to reflect their religious or philosophical beliefs but who do not recognise the authority of a 

particular religious institution will not be well-served if their only option for a religious or non-

religious belief wedding is to have it held by an institution recognised by the state. 

 

Couples belonging to different religious traditions, and who want to combine aspects of these 

traditions into an ‘interfaith’ ceremony, may also be best served by an independent celebrant. 

We also have sympathy with the argument that enabling humanist marriages will put independent 

celebrants at a commercial disadvantage. We think not enabling independent celebrants to hold 

legally-binding marriages may taint the enabling of humanist and other belief marriages with 

unnecessary bitterness. Enabling independent celebrants to share in this expansion of marriage 

authorisation would be a good solution for all parties. 

We agree that enabling independent celebrants may result in a decrease in civil marriages. This is 

not necessarily a detriment; a decrease in civil marriage may mean public money that subsidises civil 
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marriage can be redirected elsewhere. But if the government wishes to incentivise uptake of civil 

marriage, it should remove the restrictions that currently make civil marriage a less appealing 

option, i.e. restrictions on venue and religious content in the ceremony (see our answer to Q1). 

If the goals of reforming Northern Ireland’s marriage laws include giving couples greater equality, 

freedom and flexibility in having a wedding that’s right for them, permitting independent celebrants 

to offer legally binding marriage ceremonies would go a long way to achieving this. 

We have no objections to independent officiants, or religion and belief groups, offering marriage 

ceremonies for profit. We see no clear reason why marriage ceremonies shouldn’t be conducted for 

profit – the Department of Finance has not put forward any arguments against it, or any reasons 

why this may be detrimental to individuals or society.  

It is clear many of those who choose to become independent celebrants are motivated largely 

because of the satisfaction they get from playing a critical role in making wedding days joyous, 

memorable and meaningful for their clients, and less so by the modest profits they make. Individuals 

motivated entirely by profit are unlikely to choose wedding officiant as their career path as there are 

many far more lucrative careers available. 

It should be noted that most religion and belief groups are registered charities, which may place 

restrictions on profit-making activities.  

Questions 13-14 Fees 

Are you content with the current regulations which prohibits the solemnisation of marriages 

for profit or gain? 

Should religious and belief groups publish the fees they charge for solemnising marriages? 
 

We think the current regulations which prohibit the solemnisation of marriages for profit or gain 

would be incompatible with reforming the law to allow independent celebrants to conduct legally 

binding marriage ceremonies. We would therefore be in favour of revoking these regulations 

entirely or extensively modifying them to allow marriages to be solemnised for profit or gain in 

certain circumstances. 

We neither agree nor disagree with requiring religion and belief groups to publish any fees they 

charge for solemnising marriages.  

The suggestion that officiants and celebrants should be permitted to solemnise only a certain 

number of marriages a year strikes us as unnecessarily restrictive. 

Minimum Age for Marriage or Civil Partnership 
 

Question 1 Raising the Minimum Age for Marriage/Civil Partnership 

Should Government introduce legislation to raise the minimum marriage/civil partnership 

age to eighteen in line with the recommendation of the United Nations Committee 

responsible for the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child? 
 

We agree – the government should introduce legislation to raise the minimum marriage/civil 

partnership age to eighteen. 
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The National Secular Society supports the UNCRC and has long campaigned for all jurisdictions in the 

UK to ensure their laws uphold the principles of the UNCRC. Raising the minimum age for 

marriage/civil partnership is one way in which Northern Ireland can improve its compliance with the 

UNCRC. 

In the past, children have been regarded as the ‘property’ of their parents, with few or no rights of 

their own. Over the years, liberal democracies have expanded the legal recognition of children’s 

rights and increasingly recognised children as autonomous human beings, rather than simply 

parental property. 

The NSS has supported these developments. We strongly support children’s rights and respect for 

their personal autonomy. We recognise that in many cases, deference to religious dogma has 

undermined children’s rights. We see this in cases of appalling child abuse enabled by religious 

institutions – abuse that is rightly strictly prohibited and condemned today. We also see this in some 

existing injustices; for example, pressure from religious groups means it is still legal to circumcise a 

boy for religious reasons without his consent, despite the pain, risk and permanent alteration to his 

genitals this entails. 

Enabling the legal marriage of 16 and 17 year olds with parental ‘consent’ is, we believe, a relic from 

a time when children were not considered to have rights and parents had ultimate ‘ownership’ of 

them and their decisions. It is also a relic from a time when marriage was considered a matter in 

which extended families were equally a party to, rather than principally the two people getting 

married. Nowadays, while no-one would disagree that extended family are important in marriage, it 

is more common to consider marriage to be primarily the matter of the marrying couple. 

For these reasons, we believe the law needs an update to reflect changes in attitudes towards 

children and marriage. Permitting the marriage of children aged 16 and 17 with parental ‘consent’ is 

inappropriate in a society where children are not considered parental property, and where marriage 

is considered a matter, first and foremost, for the two people getting married. Religious objections 

to changing the law in this matter should be resisted – priority must be given to the rights of the 

individuals who will be directly affected by the law regarding marriage, not to religious tradition. 

The Department of Finance should also be aware there is a growing problem in the UK of children 

under 18 entering unregistered religion-only ‘marriages’. Campaigners have said hundreds of girls 

every year are entering such ‘marriages’3. Northern Ireland must tackle this issue if is to adequately 

protect children from abuse. 

Question 2 Introducing Additional Consents 

Should government continue to permit 16 and 17 year olds to marry or enter a civil 

partnership but either: (i) replace the current parental consent requirement with a 

requirement for the consent of an authoritative body such as a court or, (ii) make such 

unions conditional on both parental consent, as now, and the consent of an authoritative 

body such as a court. 
 

Neither. The government should not permit any 16 and 17 year olds to marry or enter a civil 

partnership under any circumstances. 

 
3 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/child-marriage-british-girls-b1812608.html  

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/child-marriage-british-girls-b1812608.html
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Question 3 Recognition of Foreign Marriages/Civil Partnerships Involving under-18s 

If this jurisdiction were to set its minimum marriage/civil partnership age at 18, should it 

refuse to recognise marriages/partnerships contracted outside the jurisdiction where one or 

both party is under eighteen? 
 

We strongly advise the Department of Finance to engage with organisations and experts directly 

involved in children’s rights to determine how best to protect children in marriages and partnerships 

contracted outside Northern Ireland. 

Question 4 Criminalisation of Child Marriage 

Should Government make marriage/civil partnership, where one or other party is under the 

age of eighteen, a criminal offence? 
 

We strongly advise the Department of Finance to engage with organisations and experts directly 

involved in children’s rights to determine whether making such marriages and partnerships a 

criminal offence is the best means of protecting children from forced marriage and abuse. 

If such marriages and partnerships are made a criminal offence, this must extend to unregistered 

religious-only ‘marriages’.  

Questions 5-6 Risk of Forced Marriage 

Do you believe that, by allowing marriage/civil partnership by people under the age of 

eighteen, there is a risk of forced marriage? 

What do you see as the principal risks of forced marriage? 
 

Yes, we believe that by allowing marriage/civil partnership by people under the age of eighteen, 

there is a risk of forced marriage. It is much more difficult for a young person still living at home, 

which is common for those under 18, to resist family and community pressure to get married than 

those over 18 who have moved away from their home and/or community. 

Charities including Barnardo's have also claimed allowing marriages under 18 contributes to sexual 

violence and domestic abuse4. 

Our long experience in protecting human rights from religiously motivated impositions has led us to 

conclude that membership of conservative and high-control religious communities should be 

considered a principal risk factor in forced marriage.  

Orthodox religious and cultural beliefs about family, sex, gender roles, and participation in wider 

society can all be strong factors motivating forced marriage. Additionally, marrying members of 

religious communities can be an effective means of keeping them within the community, as it 

strengthens community bonds and may result in wives in particular staying at home to raise families 

rather than pursing a career or education, which may reduce the influence the community has over 

them. 

Young people in religious communities that are especially insular may have a heightened risk, 

because they are exposed to less education that may help protect them from forced marriage, and 

because there will be fewer places to turn for help if they are at risk of forced marriage. 

 
4 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-56982309  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-56982309
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A lack of sex education in particular can contribute to forced marriage and abuse within marriage. 

Some young people in religious communities who have been deprived of sex education may not be 

aware of the fundamentals of sexual intercourse and the importance of consent until they are 

already engaged to be married. This is one reason why it is so important for all children and young 

people in Northern Ireland, especially those within religious communities, to have age-appropriate 

and objective education about relationships and sex.  

In many religious communities, it is considered preferable to be married young. This may be 

particularly true in communities where sex outside of marriage is considered sinful, and conservative 

gender roles are applied – for example, girls and young women may be encouraged to marry and 

start a family rather than go to university. This is one reason why rates of marriage among 16 and 17 

year olds may be disproportionately high within certain religious communities. 

LGBT+ people in conservative religious communities should be considered especially at risk of forced 

marriage. If a family or community suspects a member of being LGBT+, they may put them under 

pressure to enter a heterosexual marriage to try and prevent them from ‘deviating’ from orthodox 

religious teachings about relationships. All such marriages should be considered forced, and in some 

cases may also be classified as a form of ‘conversion therapy’.  

Another risk that may be connected to membership of a high-control religious community is lack of 

English skills. A young person with little or no English will find it harder to resist forced marriage: 

they will be far less able to alert authorities or access information to educate them to protect 

themselves from forced marriage. Lack of English skills is not a problem restricted to recent 

migrants: some members of Charedi Jewish communities who were born in the UK may only be 

taught Yiddish. 

For more information about forced marriage in Charedi Jewish communities in particular, please 

read Jewish counter-extremism group Nahamu’s recent position paper on forced marriage, available 

here:  http://nahamu.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Position-Paper-on-FM-Nahamu-Feb-

2021.pdf 

We note that in England and Wales, there is a requirement for each party to have an in-person 

interview with a registration officer prior to marrying. Northern Ireland could consider adopting the 

same requirement if more measures are needed to prevent forced marriages. 

Question 7 Gender Impact of Child Marriage 

Do you believe that marriage/civil partnership before the age of eighteen— before 

adulthood—can deprive young people, especially girls, of opportunities such as education? 
 

We agree that marriage or civil partnership before the age of eighteen can deprive any young 

person, whatever their gender, of opportunities in education.  

Gender can be a contributing factor in forced marriage. In many orthodox religious communities that 

promote rigid gender roles, women are expected to obey men and to raise children rather than 

pursue a career, and in some communities, girls are discouraged from attending further education 

after school. Forced marriage may be a means of preventing a girl or young woman from receiving 

an education so she does not embark on a path that deviates from established gender roles or 

exposes her to people and ideas outside the community.   

However, in other communities boys and men are on average less educated than women and girls. 

For example, in Charedi Jewish communities, it is most frequently boys who are deprived of an 

http://nahamu.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Position-Paper-on-FM-Nahamu-Feb-2021.pdf
http://nahamu.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Position-Paper-on-FM-Nahamu-Feb-2021.pdf
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adequate secular education, and therefore career opportunities outside of the community, in 

addition to making them more vulnerable to forced marriage.  

Any efforts to tackle forced marriage in Northern Ireland must ensure that forced marriage of boys 

and men is given sufficient attention as well as that of girls and women. 

Question 8 Marriage Age in Other Jurisdictions 

Would you be concerned if this jurisdiction were the only jurisdiction on these islands that 

permitted marriage for 16 and 17 year olds? 
 

Yes. All jurisdictions in the UK should raise the minimum marriage/civil partnership age to eighteen. 

 


